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Abstract
To implement finite structures in a symbolic computation program such as Mathematica, we
consider a skeletal topos N which is equivalent to the category Set f of finite sets. Objects of N
are nonnegative integers, and morphisms f : n → m are lists ( f1, . . . , fn) of integers such that
1 ≤ fi ≤ m, for all i . A full and faithful functor from N to Set f is obtained by identifying n with the
set [n] = {1, . . . , n} and identifying ( f1, . . . , fn) with the function i 	→ fi . A topos structure on N
(appropriate for Mathematica) is obtained by transporting the topos structure of Set f along a suitable
pseudo-inverse C of the functor from N to Set f described above. The code for the Mathematica
implementation included below is also available as a Mathematica Notebook.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This work is the beginning of a project to code finite structures in a symbolic
computation program (such as Mathematica) in order to take advantage of the integrated
programming, graphics, and text capabilities. This can be thought of as computational
category theory in its design and some of its potential application. The basic idea is to
implement the topos theory of the category Set f of finite sets by defining commands for
finite limits, exponentials, and subobjects. Structures which can be expressed in terms of
diagrams in Set f can then be coded and studied using the usual constructions of topos
theory (including the internal logic with its connectives and quantifiers) together with
the built-in commands of the program. For example, one could investigate the validity
of properties of a relation or operation on a finite set, or properties of a finite category
(viewed as an internal category in Set f ). One could also use the code for an object (such
as a graph, a poset, or more generally a category) to obtain related graphical output. The
interpretation of logical operations in a topos was first introduced by Lawvere (1964) and
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is nicely presented by Kock and Wraith (1971). For a general reference on topos theory,
the reader is referred to Johnstone’s book (Johnstone, 1977).
The first step is to represent sets and functions so that they can be easily coded and
manipulated. Since the constructions of topos theory are defined by universal properties,
it is not necessary to explicitly represent each finite set, only its cardinality. If at any
time one needs to keep track of the elements of a particular n element set, one can do
so using its correspondence with {1, . . . , n} obtained by the built-in sorting command of
the program. Thus, we need only consider the representation of functions. This could be
done in a number of ways, for example, via operators, graphs, or even incidence matrices.
However, since composition of morphisms is central to the topos theoretic constructions, it
is important to choose an approach in which multiple compositions are easy to manipulate
and efficient to compute. This is accomplished by representing each function as a list of
its outputs, ordered using the program’s order of the domain. Note that Pratt (1999) has
independently used lists to code functions in his work on Chu spaces.
Each section of this paper consists of a theoretical approach which is then implemented
in Mathematica. The latter is also available as a Mathematica Notebook (Niefield, 2002).
This choice of software is not intended to exclude other similar packages, but just
demonstrates the use of the theory in one such case. For further information on
Mathematica, the reader can consult John Gray’s book (Gray, 1994) or the Wolfram text
(Wolfram, 1996).
We begin with the introduction of the skeletal category N. In Sections 3 and 4, we
consider finite products and equalizers in N. Although all finite limits can be constructed
from these, we also explicitly include pullbacks since they are used in a subsequent
example. Exponentials and the subobject classifier Ω are presented in Sections 5 and 6.
We conclude, in Section 7, with the internal logic of Ω .
2. The category N
Let N denote the category whose objects are the integers 0, 1, 2, . . . and morphisms
f : n → m
are lists f = ( f1, . . . , fn) of integers satisfying 1 ≤ fi ≤ m, for all i . The composition of
f : n → m and g : m → l is defined by
g ◦ f = (g f1, . . . , g fn ) : n → l
and the identity morphisms are given by 1n = (1, . . . , n) : n → n.
As noted in Mac Lane (1971), N is the skeleton of the category Set f of finite sets. To
see this, we define a full and faithful functor [ ] : N → Set f as follows. Given n ∈ N, let
[n] = {1, . . . , n}, where [0] = { }. Given f : n → m, define [ f ] : [n] → [m] by [ f ](i) =
fi . Since every finite set is isomorphic to a unique set of the form [n], it follows that:
Proposition 2.1. N is the skeleton of Set f .
It is worth noting some of the advantages to this skeletal approach to the category
of finite sets. Clearly, there will be less information to record when coding functions.
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Also, certain steps can be avoided that otherwise need to be included when the formal
difference between isomorphic objects becomes an issue. For example, the sets X×(Y×Z)
and (X × Y ) × Z contain different elements but are at times both treated as X × Y × Z
to avoid the formal difference. If the two have arisen in certain contexts, one may need
to include the related bijections in a programming setting. However, if they are both
represented using their cardinality, then this problem can often be avoided.
Many basic properties of morphisms of N can be readily established by identifying n
with [n]. For example, it is easy to see that a morphism f is a monomorphism if and only
if there is no repetition in the given list. To state this and other properties in a more useful
form, we introduce the following notation (borrowed from Mathematica). If f is a list of
integers, then Sort( f ) denotes the arrangement of f in nondescending order and Union( f )
denotes the sorted list with all duplication removed. With this notation, we get:
Proposition 2.2. A morphism f : n → m is:
(1) a monomorphism if and only if Sort( f ) = Union( f )
(2) an epimorphism if and only if Union( f ) = [m]
(3) an isomorphism if and only if Sort( f ) = [m].
In order to use N to code properties of finite sets, we will transfer the canonical
topos theoretic structure of Set f to N. Although this can be done via any pseudo-inverse
C : Set f → N, it is important to choose one that is compatible with the relevant
applications.
Before discussing an appropriate choice of C , let us consider the possibilities. First,
since N is skeletal, we know that C ◦ [ ] = 1N and C(X) gives the cardinality of a set X .
We claim that the natural isomorphism [ ] ◦ C ∼= 1Set f and the effect of C on morphisms
are completely determined by a family of bijections σX : [n] → X . To see this note that if
α : X → W is a function, then commutativity of
forces C(α)i = σ−1W (α(σX (i))). In particular, if α : X → [m], then C(α) is the unique
morphism such that the diagram
commutes, and if α : [n] → W , then C(α) is the unique morphism such that the diagram
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commutes.
To specify a pseudo-inverse C , rather than explicitly describe the relevant bijections,
it suffices to specify for each finite set X a canonical order X = {x1, . . . , xn} such that
xi = σX (i). This is what we will do here, however we need only order the sets that are
relevant to the transfer of the topos structure to N.
First, each [n] and any of its subsets will be ordered in the usual way. Since products
in Set f are cartesian products and elements of function spaces correspond to lists (which
are elements of a cartesian product), the only other sets we need to order are cartesian
products of sets of the form [n]. The natural order for such sets in the setting in question is
the lexicographic order.
In the following, let x denote the ceiling of a real number x , i.e. the least integer n
such that x ≤ n.
Proposition 2.3. The bijections σ[n1]×···×[nr ] : [n1 · · · nr ] → [n1] × · · · × [nr ] satisfy:
(1) If r = 2, then
(a) σ(i) = (i/n2, i + n2 − i/n2n2), and
(b) σ−1(i1, i2) = (i1 − 1)n2 + i2.
(2) If r > 2, then σ−1(i1, . . . , ir ) = σ−1(i1, σ−1(i2, . . . , ir ))





Proof. The proofs of (b) and the first equality in (2) are straightforward, and the second
equality in (2) easily follows. For (a), note that the prospective formula for σ satisfies the
equations σ−1(σ (i)) = σ−1(i/n2, i + n2 − i/n2n2) = (i/n2 − 1)n2 + i + n2 −
i/n2n2 = i and σ(σ−1(i1, i2)) = σ((i1−1)n2+i2) = (i1, (i1−1)n2+i2+n2−i1n2) =
(i1, i2). 
2.1. Implementation of the category N
In this section, we introduce Mathematica code for the basic structure of N presented
above.
A morphism f = ( f1, . . . , fn) : n → m will be represented by an expression of the
form
f = Morphism[{f1, . . . , fn}, m]
where Morphism is a head introduced here to identify objects of type morphism rather
than a built-in Mathematica command. Note that lists in Mathematica are denoted
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using the brackets { }. The sets [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} are generated by the commands
Mathematica Range[n]. The domain and codomain of f are given by
Domain[f Morphism] := Length[Part[f, 1]]
Codomain[f Morphism] := Part[f, 2]
where Part[x, i], which is also denoted by x[[i]], gives the i th part of the expression x.
Note that this is a listable command, i.e. i can be replaced by a list of integers to yield a
list of the corresponding parts, and so
Part[{g1, . . . , gm}, {f1, . . . , fn}] = {gf1, . . . , gfn}
which (by definition in N) is the composition of the morphisms with lists {g1, . . . , gm} and
{ f1, . . . , fn}. Thus, the composition g ◦ f will be given as follows and denoted using the
Mathematica symbol ◦ which is the infix form of SmallCircle.
SmallCircle[g Morphism, f Morphism] :=
Morphism[Part[Part[g,1], Part[f, 1]], Codomain[g]]
SmallCircle[args ] :=
SmallCircle[First[{args}], Apply[SmallCircle, Rest[{args}]]]
where First and Rest have the obvious meanings and Apply applies the first argument
to the list in its second, e.g. Apply[f, {1, 2, 3}] = f[1, 2, 3]. Note that SmallCircle[args ]
recursively defines the composite of three of more morphisms.
The identity morphism 1n : n → n will be denoted by Id[n] and given by
Id[n Integer] := Module[{i}, Morphism[Table[i, {i, 1, n}], n]]
where Module is introduced to ensure that i remains a local variable.
The queries related to Proposition 2.2 are expressed as follows in this notation.
MonoQ[f Morphism] := (Sort[Part[f,1]] == Union[Part[f, 1]])
EpiQ[f Morphism] := (Union[Part[f, 1]] == Range[Codomain[f]])
IsoQ[f Morphism] := (Sort[Part[f,1]] == Range[Codomain[f]])
where the meanings of Sort and Union are as introduced in the paragraph preceding
Proposition 2.2.
3. Finite products in N
In this section we describe the finite products in N obtained by transporting cartesian
products in Set f along the pseudo-inverse C chosen in the previous section.
Given n1, . . . , nr , define pk : n1 · · · nr → nk by pk = C(πk), i.e. pk is the unique
morphism of N such that the diagram
commutes, where πk is the usual projection.
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Proposition 3.1. The projections pk : n1 · · · nr → nk satisfy the following properties.
(1) If r = 2, then p1i = i/n2 and p2i = i + n2 − i/n2n2.
(2) If r > 2, then:
(a) p1 is the morphism p1 : n1(n2 · · · nr ) → n1
(b) pk is the composite , for k > 1.
Proof. The proof of (1) follows immediately from the description of σ in
Proposition 2.3(1). Both parts of (2), follow from the commutativity of the diagram
which is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3(2). 
Given fk : m → nk , for k = 1, . . . , r , define 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 : m → n1 · · · nr by
〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 = C([ f1], . . . , [ fr ])
i.e. 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 is the unique morphism such that the diagram
commutes, where ([ f1], . . . , [ fr ]) is the usual induced map.
Proposition 3.2. The morphisms 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 satisfy:
(1) 〈 f1, f2〉i = ( f1i − 1)n2 + f2i
(2) 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 = 〈 f1, 〈 f2 . . . , fr 〉〉




Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
Since C is a pseudo-inverse, the following theorem is immediate:
Theorem 3.3. The product n1 · · · nr is the product of n1, . . . , nr in N. Moreover, the
natural bijections
ρ : N(m, n1)× · · · × N(m, nr ) → N(m, n1 · · · nr )
are given by ρ( f1, . . . , fr ) = 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 and ρ−1( f ) = (p1 ◦ f, . . . , pr ◦ f ), where
〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 and the projections pk are as defined above.
It remains to describe the terminal object, i.e. the empty product in N. Clearly, this is 1,
and for any n ∈ N, the unique morphism n → 1 is given by (1, . . . , 1).
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3.1. Implementation of finite products
In this section, we present Mathematica commands for finite products in N.
The projections pk : n1 · · · nr → nk will be denoted by
Projection[{n1, . . . ,nr}, k]
and implemented as follows using their description in Proposition 3.1.
Projection[{n1 Integer, n2 Integer}, 1] := Module[{i},
Morphism[Table[Ceiling[i/n2], {i, 1, n1n2}], n1]]
Projection[{n1 Integer, n2 Integer}, 2] := Module[{i},
Morphism[Table[i + n2 − Ceiling[i/n2] n2, {i, 1, n1n2}], n2]]
Projection[list List, 1] :=
Projection[{First[list], Apply[Times, Rest[list]]}, 1]
Projection[list List, k Integer] :=
Projection[Rest[x],k − 1]◦
Projection[{First[list], Apply[Times, Rest[list]]}, 2]
where ◦ is the infix form of SmallCirc (defined in 2.1 above) and Table is a Mathematica
command which creates a list. The induced morphisms 〈 f1, . . . , fr 〉 : m → n1 · · · nr will
be denoted
Induced[f1, . . . , fr]
and implemented as follows using the description in Proposition 3.2.
Induced[f Morphism] := f
Induced[f1 Morphism, f2 Morphism] := Module[{i},
Morphism[Table[(Part[f1, 1, i] − 1)Codomain[f2]+
Part[f2, 1, i], {i, 1, Domain[f1]}], Codomain[f1]Codomain[f2]]]
Induced[args ] :=
Induced[First[{args}], Apply[Induced, Rest[{args}]]].
The unique morphism n → 1 is given by
Unique[n Integer, 1] := Morphism[Table[1, {n}], 1]
3.2. Example
In this section, we show how the commands for finite products can be used by defining
a query to test the associativity of an operation on a finite set.
For a binary operation on a set with n elements expressed as a morphism c : n2 → n of
N, associativity is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram
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where p12 : n3 → n2 corresponds to the projection on the first two coordinates (i.e.
p1 : n2n → n2) and p23 is defined similarly. Thus, a query for associativity is given by
AssociativeQ[c Morphism] := Module[{n = Codomain[c]},
c ◦ Induced[c ◦ Projection[{n2, n}, 1], Projection[{n2, n}, 2]]
=== c ◦ Induced[Projection[{n, n2}, 1],
c ◦ Projection[{n, n2}, 2]]]
Note that “True” or “False” is returned upon evaluation depending on the given c.
4. Finite limits in N
In this section we describe the equalizers in N obtained by transporting those of Set f
along the pseudo-inverse C chosen in Section 2. Since finite limits can be constructed in
terms of finite products and equalizers, we will then have all finite limits in N. Since it
will be useful in a subsequent example, we will also describe the pullback of a pair of
morphisms of N.
Given f , g : n → m, define their equalizer eq( f, g) : e → n as follows. Consider the
equalizer
in Set f , and define eq( f, g) = C(v), i.e. eq( f, g) is the unique morphism of N such that
the diagram
commutes. Writing E = {i ∈ [n] | fi = gi} = {u1, . . . , ue}, ordered as a subset of [n], it
follows that eq( f, g) = (u1, . . . , ue).
Given h : l → n such that f ◦ h = g ◦ h, define the induced map h¯ : l → e as follows.
Let h′ : [l] → E be the unique function such that v ◦ h′ = [h]. Then h¯ = C(h′), i.e. h¯ is
the unique morphism such that the following diagram commutes.
Then it is not difficult to show that h¯i is the position of hi in E .
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Given f : n → l and g : m → l, the pullback is the square
where pi = pi ◦ eq and eq : e → mn is the equalizer
Note that we will think of the pullback as the pair (p1 : e → n, p2 : e → m).
Given a : x → n and b : x → m such that f ◦ a = g ◦ b, it is easy to see that the
induced equalizer morphism 〈a, b〉 : x → e is the induced morphism into the pullback.
4.1. Implementation of equalizers and pullbacks
In this section, we present Mathematica commands for equalizers and pullbacks in N.
Given f , g : n → m, the morphism eq( f, g) will be denoted by Equalizer[f, g], and
defined by
Equalizer[f Morphism, g Morphism] :=
Module[{n = Domain[f]}, Morphism[Select[Range[n],
(Part[f, 1, #] == Part[g,1, #])&], n]] /;
(Domain[f] == Domain[g])&&(Codomain[f] == Codomain[g])
Here we have used the interval variable n for the domain of f . The Mathematica command
Select chooses the elements of Range[n] subject to the “pure function” (Part[f, 1, #] ==
Part[g, 1, #])&. For more on pure functions we refer the reader to Gray (1994) or
Wolfram (1996). Note that the line following “/;” verifies that the domains (respectively,
codomains) of f and g agree.
The induced morphism h¯ : l → e will be denoted by InducedEq[h, {f, g}], and given
by
InducedEq[h Morphism, {f Morphism, g Morphism}] :=
Module[{E = Part[Equalizer[f,g], 1]}, Morphism[Flatten[
Map[Position[E, #]&, Part[h, 1]]], Length[E]]] /;
(f ◦ h === g ◦ h)
where Flatten removes extra internal braces in a list and Map applies the pure function
Position[E, #]& to each member of the list for h.
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Given f : n → l and g : m → l, the pullback (p1 : e → n, p2 : e → m) will be
denoted by Pullback[f, g], and defined by
Pullback[f Morphism, g Morphism] := Module[{p1, p2, eq},
p1 = Projection[{Domain[f], Domain[g]}, 1];
p2 = Projection[{Domain[f], Domain[g]}, 2];
eq = Equalizer[f ◦ p1, g ◦ p2]; {p1 ◦ eq, p2 ◦ eq}] /;
Codomain[f] == Codomain[g]
The induced morphism 〈a, b〉 : x → e will be denoted by InducedPb[{a, b}, {f , g}] and
defined by
InducedPb[{a Morphism, b Morphism},
{f Morphism, g Morphism}] :=
InducedEq[Induced[a, b], {f ◦ Projection[{Domain[f],
Domain[g]}, 1], g ◦ Projection[{Domain[f],Domain[g]}, 2]}]
4.2. Internal categories
In this section, we define a query for finite categories considered as internal categories
in N.
Recall that an internal category in a finitely complete category consists of
(1) a pair C0, C1 of objects together with
(2) four morphisms s : C1 → C0, t : C1 → C0, i : C0 → C1, and m : C2 → C1, where
C2 is given by the pullback
such that s ◦ i = 1C0 , t ◦ i = 1C0 , s ◦m = s ◦ s1, t ◦m = t ◦ t1, m ◦ (1C1 × i) = 1C1 ,
m ◦ (i × 1C1) = 1C1 , and m(m × 1C1) = m(1C1 ×m) : C3 → C1, where C3 is given
by the pullback
Note that C0 and C1 are the object of objects and the object of morphisms,
respectively, C2 is the object of composable pairs, i.e. (α, β) such that α ◦ β is
defined, and C3 is the object of composable triples. Also, the projections t1 and s1
are sometimes denoted by π1 and π2, respectively.
The following code for the internal category query returns “True” if the given data is a
category in N. Otherwise, it returns the first failed axiom. The only additional Mathematica
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command here is If which applies the second (respectively, third) argument if the first
argument is true (respectively, false).
CategoryQ[s Morphism, t Morphism, i Morphism, m Morphism]
:= Module[{c0, c1, c2, pb1, pb2, s1, s2, t1, t2},
c0 = Domain[i]; c1 = Domain[s]; c2 = Domain[m];
pb1 = Pullback[s, t]; t1 = Part[pb1, 1]; s1 = Part[pb1, 2];
pb2 = Pullback[s1, t1]; t2 = Part[pb2, 1]; s2 = Part[pb2, 2];
If[c2 === Domain[s1], If[s ◦ i === Id[c0],
If[t ◦ i === Id[c0], If[s ◦ m === s ◦ s1, If[t ◦ m === t ◦ t1,
If[m ◦ InducedPb[{i ◦ t, Id[c1]},{s, t}] === Id[c1],
If[m ◦ InducedPb[{Id[c1], i ◦ s},{s, t}] === Id[c1],
If[m ◦ InducedPb[{m ◦ t2, s1 ◦ s2},{s, t}] ===
m ◦ InducedPb[{t1 ◦ t2, m ◦ s2},{s, t}],
True, “m ◦ (m × 1) = m ◦ (1 × m)”],
“m ◦ (1 × i) = 1”], “m ◦ (i × 1) = 1”],
“t ◦ m = t ◦ t1”], “s ◦ m = s ◦ s1”],
“t ◦ i = 1”], “s ◦ i = 1”],
“The domain of m is not the pullback of s and t.”]]
5. Exponentials in N
In this section we describe the exponentials in N obtained by transporting the function
spaces of Set f along the pseudo-inverse C chosen in Section 2.
Given f : nm → l, define θ( f ) = (g1, . . . , gn) : n → lm as follows. Consider
which by Proposition 2.3 is given by (i, j) 	→ f(i−1)m+ j . Taking the exponential transpose
in Set f , we get
which takes i ∈ [n] to the map j 	→ f(i−1)m+ j , where [l][m] is the set of functions
[m] → [l]. Identifying this set with the set of lists of length m of elements of [l], i.e.
elements of the product [l]m of m copies of [l], we can compose with the function σ−1 to
get
Applying Proposition 2.3, we obtain
gi = 1 +
m∑
k=1
( f(i−1)m+k − 1) lm−k .
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Given g : n → lm , define θ−1(g) : nm → l as follows. Identifying [l][m] with [l]m as
above, consider
and write σ(gi ) = ( fi1, . . . , fim ). Taking the exponential transpose in Set f , we get
which is given by (i, j) 	→ fi j . Composing with σ yields
and so by the definition of the lexicographic order, we obtain
θ−1(g) = Flatten(σ (g1), . . . , σ (gn)) = ( f11, . . . , f1m , . . . , fn1, . . . , fnm)
where Flatten removes all but the outer most parentheses.
Since C is a pseudo-inverse, the following theorem is immediate:
Theorem 5.1. N is a cartesian closed category with exponentials lm. Moreover, the
natural bijections
θ : N(nm, l) → N(n, lm)
are given by θ and θ−1 defined above.
5.1. Implementation of exponentials
Given f : nm → l, the transpose θ( f ) : n → lm will be denoted by
ProductToExp[f, m] and given by
ProductToExp[f Morphism, m Integer] :=
Module[{i, k, l = Codomain[f]}, Morphism[
Table[1 + Sum[(Part[f, 1, (i − 1)m + k] − 1)lm−k, {k, 1, m}],
{i, 1, Domain[f]/m}], lm]]
Given g : n → lm , the transpose θ−1(g) : nm → l will be denoted by ExpToProduct[g, m]
and defined as follows. In the definition of θ−1(g) given above, the set [l][m] in the mor-
phism
is identified with the cartesian product [l]m . This product can be constructed as
X = Distribute[Table[Range[l], {m}], List]
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where Distribute[ ,List] distributes over List, and then σ(i) is just the i th part of the set
X . Thus,
ExpToProduct[g Morphism, m Integer] :=
Module[{l, X}, l = (Codomain[g])1/m;
X = Distribute[Table[Range[l], {m}], List];
Morphism[Flatten[Map[Part[X,#]&, Part[g, 1]]], l]]
gives the desired morphism.
6. Subobjects and the topos structure of N
In this section we describe the subobject classifier t = (2) : 1 → 2 in N obtained by
transporting true : 1 → Ω in Set f along the pseudo-inverse C chosen in Section 2. Since
the translation is straightforward, we will describe this structure directly, eliminating the
intermediate step of translating that of Set f .
Given a monomorphism u : s → n, it is easy to see that the corresponding morphism
χ(u) : n → 2 is given by
χ(u)i =
{
2 if i ∈ {u1, . . . , us}
1 otherwise.
Conversely, given a morphism f : n → 2, the pullback along t : 1 → 2 is the list
u = (u1, . . . , us) which is the set { j ∈ [n] | f j = 2}, ordered as a subset of [n].
Putting this together with the results of the previous sections, we obtain:
Theorem 6.1. N is a topos with the finite limits, exponentials, and subobject classifier
described above.
6.1. Implementation of the subobject classifier
The morphism t = (2) : 1 → 2 will be denoted by InternalTrue and is clearly given by
InternalTrue = Morphism[{2},2]
Given a monomorphism u : s → n, the morphism χ(u) is denoted by Chi[u] and given
by
Chi[u Morphism] := Module[{i},
Morphism[Table[If[MemberQ[Part[u, 1], i], 2, 1],
{i, 1, Codomain[u]}], 2]] /;
MonoQ[u]
where MemberQ is a query which determines if the second argument is a member of the
list appearing in the first.
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Given a morphism f : n → 2, the corresponding subobject is denoted by Subobject[f]
and defined by
Subobject[f Morphism] := Module[{n = Domain[f]},
Morphism[Select[Range[n], (Part[f,1, #] == 2)&], n]] /;
Codomain[f] == 2
7. The internal logic ofΩ in N
In Lawvere (1964) (see also Johnstone, 1977), Lawvere showed how logical operations
in a topos could be viewed as morphisms of the form
∧, ∨, ⇒: Ω × Ω → Ω ¬ : Ω → Ω ∀, ∃ : Ω X → Ω .
These morphisms are defined as classifying maps of certain subobjects of their domains.
Although one could follow this approach for the topos N, direct definitions (i.e. transported
from Set f ) are more efficient in this case.
Identifying Ω = { f alse, true} with {1, 2} in Set f and lexicographically ordering
Ω × Ω , it is easy to see that
∧ = (1, 1, 1, 2) ∨ = (1, 2, 2, 2) ⇒= (2, 2, 1, 2) ¬ = (2, 1)
as morphisms of N.
To define ∀n, ∃n : 2n → 2, recall that ∀, ∃ : Ω X → Ω are the right and left adjoints,
respectively, to the map Ω ! : Ω → Ω X , where ! is the unique morphism X → 1.
Identifying Ω X with the power set of X , it is easy to see that Ω ! is the map which takes
f alse to ∅ and true to X , and so for A ⊆ X
∀(A) =
{
true if A = X
f alse otherwise and ∃(A) =
{ f alse if A = ∅
true otherwise
Ordering 2n lexicographically, it follows that ∀n = (1, . . . , 1, 2) and ∃n = (1, 2, . . . , 2).
7.1. Implementation of the internal logic
The morphisms∧, ∨, ⇒: 2×2 → 2 will be denoted by InternalAnd, InternalOr, and
InternalImplies, and given by
InternalAnd = Morphism[{1, 1, 1, 2},2]
InternalOr = Morphism[{1, 2, 2, 2}, 2]
InternalImplies = Morphism[{2, 2, 1, 2}, 2].
Note the prefix “Internal” is included to avoid confusion with the related Mathematica
commands. The morphism ¬ : 2 → 2 will be denoted by InternalNot, and given by
InternalNot = Morphism[{2, 1}, 2].
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The morphisms ∀n, ∃n : 2n → 2 will be denoted by ForAll[n] and ThereExists[n], and
given by
ForAll[n Integer] :=
Morphism[Append[Table[1, {2n − 1}], 2], 2]
ThereExists[n Integer] :=
Morphism[Prepend[Table[2, {2n − 1}], 1], 2]
7.2. Example
Suppose that R is a relation on [n] and a is an element of [n], and we would like to
determine if there is an element x of [n] such that x Ra but ¬(a Rx). Expressing
R : n2 → 2 and a : 1 → n
we consider {x | x Ra ∧ ¬(a Rx)} given by , where
Then the validity of the condition in question is given by
To implement this example, we enter
n = Codomain[a];
f = R ◦ Induced[Id[n], Unique[n] ◦ a];
g = InternalNot ◦ R ◦ Induced[Unique[n] ◦ a, Id[n]];
h = InternalAnd ◦ Induced[f, g];
ThereExist[n] ◦ ProductToExp[h, n] === InternalTrue
which returns True or False depending on the relation in question.
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